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ABSTRACT

Network Security and Privacy

The Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) have the potential to make major changes
in the current transportation systems. Ride sharing can reduce the number
of vehicles in the streets by increasing the occupancy of vehicles, which can
facilitate traffic and reduce crashes. In AVs era, vehicles will be an ondemand service rather than an owned product, i.e., many passengers will
rely on Autonomous Cabs (ACs) in their transportation. In order to guarantee
the high quality of the AC service, the AC company needs to learn the
geographic distribution of the potential service requests. However, the
organization of shared rides and the management of ACs services require
the passengers to disclose sensitive detailed information about their current
and future locations which causes a serious location privacy issue.
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We propose schemes to organize shared rides and manage the ACs services,
while addressing the unique privacy issues. In our privacy-preserving ride
sharing organization schemes, each user should represent his/her trip's data
as binary vectors and submit the encryptions of the vectors along with a
signature to a ride sharing organization server. The server can measure the
similarity between the users' encrypted trips data without decrypting the
ciphetexts or knowing any sensitive information. In our schemes, the ride
sharing region is divided into cells and two different techniques have been
used to represent the trip's data. In the first technique, each cell is
represented by one bit in a binary vector that represents the whole region's
cells, whereas in the second technique each cell has a unique identifier. Our
schemes consider different cases of ride sharing and allow users to prescribe
their requirements, such as transferable or non-transferable ride sharing,
maximum distance between a trip's start/end location, a user's pick-up and
drop-off locations, minimum number of cells, and minimum number of
transfers between AVs. For ACs management, we propose a data
aggregation scheme to preserve location privacy by providing the AC
company with the total number of requests in each geographic area without
accessing the individual user's data. The scheme can efficiently aggregate
different types of data and enable the aggregators to detect data pollution
attacks and learn partial information, e.g., to classify the ciphertexts based
on the requested service, without knowing sensitive location information.
In order to verify our schemes, we analyze, evaluate, and implement the
proposed schemes. Our analysis and evaluation results demonstrate that the
proposed schemes can organize shared rides and collect the required
location information for AC management efficiently and with privacy
preservation.
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